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Spring into Savings

Spring into savings this April. We offer a wide variety of loan products to meet your needs. Don’t wait
to take that vacation or buy that new car. Stop by today to take advantage of our great loan products.
Let one of our loan officers help you find the right loan to fit your needs. 
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When to Pay Cash or to Finance
Determine which car buying method best fits your needs

Purchasing a vehicle is one of the largest and most important financial transactions you will make in
your lifetime. It can also be one of the most complicated, with a variety of options to consider and
many choices to make, such as whether to buy new or used.

One of the most significant of these choices is whether to finance a vehicle or pay for it outright with
cash. Both of these options have their advantages and drawbacks, but it is important to understand
exactly what they encompass.

Paying with cash

Paying for a vehicle with cash is
exactly what it sounds like. If you
have the cash at the ready, you
can purchase a vehicle in a single
transaction.

Financing

On the other hand, financing
involves making payments over the
course of an extended period of
time. More often than not,
payments for the vehicle are made
monthly.

According to Jeff Youngs of J.D.
Power, you usually have the option
of financing through a dealer, which
eliminates the middle man, or
taking out an outside loan through
a bank or a credit union. Work with your financial institution to come up with a loan that works for you.

Advantages of paying with cash

Most financial experts agree that paying with cash is the safest option in most financial transactions.
Doug DeMuro of Autotrader explains that paying with cash means you won’t have to pay interest like
you would if you relied on financing.

John M. Vincent of U.S. News says that you might find yourself saddled with additional loan fees if
you go the financing route. It can often take years to completely finance a vehicle, whereas paying the
full amount with cash will complete the transaction in one fell swoop.

Disadvantages of paying with cash

Of course, most people do not have large amounts of cash lying around to use on an expensive
vehicle purchase. Vincent advises that you shouldn’t pay in full with cash if it will deplete your
emergency fund.

In that same vein, using a large amount of cash in one transaction to purchase a vehicle will mean
less money to spend on additional projects or products. Tom McParland of Jalopnik adds that
negotiating a is easier if you choose to finance rather than purchase the vehicle with cash.

The best of both worlds

There is another option for customers who have the cash to pay for a vehicle, but don’t want to use it
all at once or be stuck paying for a vehicle throughout an extended period of time: make a large down
payment. A down payment is an amount of money you pay upfront during the financing process for a
new car. According to U.S. News’ Vincent, the larger the down payment, the smaller the monthly
payments will be for the car.

When it comes to paying for a new car, paying with cash and financing each have their benefits and







disadvantages. Choosing one or the other, or a balance between the two, requires a good deal of
examination of your finances, but is important to helping you obtain a new vehicle to call your own. 
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Pros and Cons of Retail Credit Cards
Are retail credit cards in your best interest?

Imagine a successful shopping trip in which you have scored amazing deals, found the perfect gift for
your discerning friend and even managed to get something special for yourself. As you proceed to the
checkout counter, the store associate dangles in front of you the benefits of applying for an in-store
credit card. You stop cold and wonder if opening a store credit card is a smart move or a regrettable
impulse buy. The answer largely depends on how you use it.

Benefits

When a store associate asks if you
want to open a card with the store,
they typically quote an exact
percentage you’ll save on the day’s
purchase. The added savings can
make this offer all the more
tantalizing, especially if you’re
buying a good deal of merchandise
or spending a lot of money. As a
credit card-holder, you might also
be privy to exclusive discounts on
future purchases and be granted
access to exclusive shopping
events.

Getting a retail store card is
particularly useful if you are looking
to build good credit history. Jeanine
Skowronski, credit card analyst for
Bankrate, writes that “retail store card issuers are more likely to approve people with lower credit
scores, making this a great way to build your credit — just as long as you don’t carry a balance.”

If you routinely make small purchases at a shop that you would be able to pay off almost immediately,
and if you are not carrying too many active credit cards as it is, having a retail credit card can be quite
beneficial.

Drawbacks

With opening up a new credit card comes the inherent risk of your credit score taking a hit.
NerdWallet’s Tony Armstrong recommends minimizing your risk by researching the benefits of a
particular retail store card before applying for it, taking as long as six months to consider whether it is
the right choice for you. Be sure to read the terms and conditions, paying particular attention to the
possibility of an annual fee and what annual percentage rate (APR) you can expect to pay once any
promotion involving interest rates has expired.

As Skowronski notes, retail credit cards tend to be less appealing than other options because they
carry higher APRs and lower lending thresholds. This is not likely to become a problem if you are
making small purchases and paying them off quickly, but it can become a major issue for both your
finances and your credit score if you carry a balance.

“If you tend to carry a balance, you should shop around for a low-interest credit card instead,” says
Skowronski. “If you shop a lot at one particular retailer, aren’t prone to carrying a balance and have a
credit score that can handle a new inquiry, the [retail] card could prove worthwhile.

Determining whether a retail credit card is right for you is a matter of your individual spending habits
and financial needs. The choice of whether to say yes or no to the friendly cashier offering you a credit
card is ultimately yours to make, but it is a decision best made after careful consideration.
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6 Most Anticipated Movies of the Summer
Get your tickets early for these summer blockbusters

Summer is synonymous with carefree days, fun in the sun and much-anticipated cinema. After
soaking up some rays or trying to avoid a summer shower, escape into the cold A/C of the theater,
grab a bucket of buttery popcorn and let the following much-hyped movies sweep you away.

“The Incredibles 2”

An animated film from Pixar
Animation Studios and Walt Disney
Pictures is always a crowd- and
family-favorite. The long-awaited
sequel detailing the adventures of
the lovable, crime fighting
superhero family, “The Incredibles,”
hits theaters in June. There’s a bit
of a role reversal in “The
Incredibles 2” as Helen (mom)
heads to work and relinquishes
caregiving duties to Bob (dad). As
everyone adjusts to the changes in
the family dynamics, they also
have to contend with a new villain
as well as the littlest Incredible,
Jack-Jack, coming into his own
powers.

“Solo: A Star Wars Story”

Another glimpse into moviegoers’ favorite galaxy far, far away hits theaters at the end of May with the
release of “Solo: A Star Wars Story.” According to MovieInsider.com, this feature takes “place 10
years prior to Star Wars: Episode IV – A New Hope (1977),” and audiences will get to see the
adventures of Han and his trusted companion, Chewbacca.

“Avengers: Infinity War”

Although this super-powered adventure movie has more of a spring release date (May 4), “Avengers:
Infinity Wars” is the ideal kickoff to a season of sensational cinema. Earth’s favorite protectors, the
Avengers, reunite to fight the evil Thanos who is determined to destroy the planet. No doubt there will
be incredible fight scenes, spectacular special effects and an intense story as these superheroes fight
to save the world once again.

“Mission: Impossible – Fallout”

Summer just isn’t summer without witnessing Tom Cruise doing impossible things, and on July 27
audiences will get to see all he can do and more with the release of “Mission: Impossible – Fallout.” In
this action-packed film, Ethan Hunt (Cruise) uses his extraordinary intelligence, courage and
physicality, along with some help from trusted colleagues, to right a derailed mission.

“Ocean’s 8”

In this installment of the Ocean’s saga, girls get to have all the fun. Debbie Ocean, played by
Oscar-winning actress Sandra Bullock, has set her sights on a seemingly impossible, highly
glamorous, star-studded setting for a heist: the Met Gala. But she can’t do it alone. “Ocean’s 8”
features a female-led cast of characters determined to swindle a necklace, worth a staggering $150
million, from the neck of Daphne Kluger (Anne Hathaway). Audience members should prepare
themselves for a fast-moving, thrilling time.

“Hotel Transylvania 3: Summer Vacation”

Dracula, voiced by Adam Sandler, along with his daughter Mavis (Selena Gomez), son-in-law Johnny
(Andy Samberg) and beloved friends are setting sail for an overdue vacation aboard the Monster







Cruise Ship. Every family vacation, even those of monster families, tends to endure hilarious ups and
downs, and in “Hotel Transylvania 3: Summer Vacation,” there’s also love in the air. This animated
feature will transport you and your family on an unforgettable summer vacation.

The above films guarantee your summer will be filled with action, super heroes, hilarious characters
and adventure.
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Overnight Breakfast Recipes
A scrumptious way to start your morning

We all want a warm, savory breakfast in the morning, but most of us (particularly those of us who
aren’t morning people) don’t want to wake up early or exert the effort needed to prepare such a meal.
Luckily, if you plan ahead, you can prepare the dish the night before so it bakes in the slow cooker
and is ready to serve come sunrise.

Slow cooker French toast
casserole

This delightful dish from Meme of
Living Well Kitchen takes only 10
minutes to prep and can bake
overnight. Rip eight slices of bread
into chunks, then whisk them in a
bowl with six large eggs, 1 cup
milk, 1/4 cup brown sugar, 1-1/2
teaspoons cinnamon, 1 teaspoon
vanilla extract and 1/4 teaspoon
salt. Once the bread is coated, let it
soak in the refrigerator for four
hours. When you’re ready to go to
sleep, pour the mixture into a
greased slow cooker and set it to
“warm.” Eight hours later, when
you wake up, you’ll have
sumptuous French toast waiting for
you.

Slow cooker overnight breakfast casserole

If you crave a hearty breakfast, you can’t go wrong with Johnsonville®’s recipe for an overnight
breakfast casserole.

Begin by cooking two packages of maple-flavored breakfast sausage links (Johnsonville-brand
Vermont Maple, if you’re following the recipe exactly) and slice them into pieces. Combine 1 cup
chopped green onions, 1 chopped red bell pepper, a 4-ounce can of diced green chilies, and 1/4 cup
chopped cilantro in a bowl.

When you’re ready to bake, arrange the ingredients in three sets of layers in a greased slow cooker:
1/3 package shredded hash browns, 1/3 of the sausage pieces, and 1/3 of the green onion mixture.
After layering these three times in that order, cover them in a mixture of 12 eggs, 1 cup milk, and
pinches of salt and pepper. After you let the slow cooker sit on low heat for eight hours, you’ll have a
delectable breakfast to serve.

Slow cooker oatmeal

If you have a picky family or group of friends to serve at breakfast time, a warm oatmeal buffet allows
them to customize their bowls with various toppings and provides something for everyone.

Stephanie O’Dea shared this recipe on her blog, A Year of Slow Cooking. You can either use rolled
old-fashioned or steel-cut oats, and your choice of water or milk (cow, soy, almond, etc.). Depending
on how much you want to make, follow the 1:3 ratio — three parts liquid for every one part of oatmeal.

Fill the bottom of the slow cooker with 1 cup water, then place an oven-safe bowl into the bottom of
the basin. Place the oatmeal mixture inside the greased bowl. If you set the slow-cooker on “low” for
seven hours overnight, the water and heat should cook the oats by morning. Before you serve the
oatmeal, mix in 1/2 cup of cream or milk.

If you want to speed up the process, you could add extra liquid to the mixture, use steel-cut oats, and
directly cook it in the slow cooker’s basin for four hours.







Lay out a variety of toppings that people can drizzle on and mix into their bowls of oatmeal, such as
maple syrup, raisins, peanut butter, fresh-cut fruit, chocolate chips, coconut flakes or nuts.

Whatever food you prefer to eat in the morning, there’s a slow-cooker recipe out there that’s perfect
for you. After all, breakfast is the most important meal of the day.
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